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Lotto Team starting in the FIA World Championship 2013.
Lotto Team Poland

Wroclaw, 09.03.2013, 21:32 Time

USPA NEWS - The clock is ticking, time is going out..on 14th of March the season 2013 for the FIA World Championship is starting in
Italy. More than 100 entries are ready to start a beautiful battle of cross-country racing. 

One of them is a young man Martin Kaczmarski, the raising polish hope for the next generations in cross-country rally. In the last year
2012 he started for the first time in cross-country as KRD Team with his pilot Bartosz Boba in a Bowler Nemesis Dakar, and already
with a big success ““ vice polish champion ! Thanks to this success and the countless systematic trainings, arose the formation of a
new, more powerful team.
The Lotto Team will represent two driver´s: Krzysztof HoÅ‚owczyc and Martin Kaczmarski.

The first one ““ Krzysztof HoÅ‚owczyc is more than 5 year´s one of the top European leaders in cross-country rally´s; the second driver
Martin Kaczmarski is the hope for continuation of international success as his master. Martin is young, fast, ambitious, full of
determination“¦.and does not know the words “give up“�. This season he will start again together with his pilot Bartosz Boba (popular
“Bobek“� started also this year at the Dakar Rally ““ as a pilot in the truck team MAN TG 4x4 of Grzegorz Baran). In Italy Martin will
start with his car of the last season ““ a Bowler Nemesis Dakar, but at the next races of the FIA World Championship Martin will start
with his new “monster“� a Toyota Hilux specification 2013“¦..that means only one thing: success guaranteed !!

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-616/lotto-team-starting-in-the-fia-world-championship-2013.html
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